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     Ever since I was a little girl my sense of sustainability was strong. I grew up around my grandparents 

who always had a vegetable garden and a composting area in their back yard. The highlight of my trip 

was to pick cucumbers from their garden. I know a lot of people do not see the importance in having 

their own garden or composting at home, but every bit makes a difference. This is especially true if you 

live in a small town, like my grandparents. It cuts the cost and reduces transport. Being sustainable has 

recently become a growing trend throughout Michigan; I can see actions taken where I live in Grand 

Rapids. Taking part in sustainable activities is important because I want to see my future kids have the 

same experiences and goals that I have. Knowing that my actions can make a difference is what gets me 

inspired and keeps me motivated to create a sustainable lifestyle. I hope for people to look at what I’ve 

done and how easy it was, so they get motivated to make a difference.  

     It has never been a secret when an economy is struggling; houses get foreclosed, people lose their 

jobs, and the community bands together. Being sustainable is by no means a cure for the economic 

downturn of a city or state, but it can aid in finding solutions to the problems. One way I practice 

sustainability is through buying locally. What many people do not see is how this can substantially help 

the local economy, in my case Grand Rapids. Buying from my local farmers and meat market helps 

create jobs and the money circulation in my town, not one halfway across the world. Right now the 

condition of the economy mainly concerns my parents, not me. I know that in the long run when I’m 

living on my own and buying my own house things like that will matter, so I might as well help out now 

before it is too late. Supporting local businesses helps me feel important to the process of bettering 

Grand Rapids’ economy while getting great food in the process.  

     Knowing about all the water pollution and the harm it is doing to the aquatic life gives me a sense of 

responsibility; a responsibility to do as much as I am able, one way is by recycling. Not just by throwing 

my plastics in the bin labeled plastic and my glass in the bin labeled glass, but not use as many materials 

in the first place. I have reusable water bottles made out of recycled plastic. I know this does not help 

greatly, but I also know I’m not the only person who uses them, and if everyone used reusable bottles 

then there would be no need for the disposable one time use water bottles. There is nothing I dislike 

more than when I’m swimming in Lake Michigan and see plastic bottles floating around. Also, when I’m 

trying to take a nice walk along the beach and I stumble over crushed bottles that got tossed out. The 

bottles create filth and take up the living space of the water life. I would like to know that my kids can 

enjoy a clean environment and the waters of Lake Michigan as I have without being harassed by the 

pollution.  

     Since kindergarten, I have attended schools of environmental science and economicology. This is 

something that has kept me so interested in the health of the environment and local economy. There 

has been such an emphasis on keeping the earth clean, so it is what I have learned to love. Part of being 

sustainable is conserving. An obvious thing to conserve would be energy, but I think conserving land is 

also important. One way in which I do this is by picking up trash in the woods, streets, fields, and parks. 

Picking up the trash and cleaning the area makes the land healthier and more usable. The unused land 



can be utilized for multiple things, including gardens to grow organic foods. Also, the land will look 

better to the public.  

     When I was in sixth grade I went to Blandford Nature center school. At this school all the kids got 

chickens for one year. We raised these chickens and ran an egg business with them. This was important 

to my class because this was where we got the majority of our funds. I was part of the financing group 

which helped juggle the money we made and expenses in caring for the chickens. Running this business 

helped inspire me to support local businesses myself. A local restaurant, Pop’s, even purchased our 

eggs. In dealing with this business and experiencing all the work that goes into raising chickens for eggs, 

I have learned how difficult it is to get people to buy from a local business instead of a Meijer. I think 

people benefit from buying locally, from farmers markets, when they can appreciate all the work that 

goes into producing the food. I have adapted a modern life style in part from my school experience. My 

schools have done a lot to encourage me and have helped me realize that what one person does can 

truly make a difference.  

     It is always been said that school is a place for learning and growing as a person. It is for experiencing 

different things and jumping out of your comfort zone. My school has recently adapted the term, 

Economicology. Through this name, we have created a better school environment for the students. We 

have implemented sorted recycling bins in the lunch room and classes, motion lights in the bathrooms 

and gym, a composting area and a positive attitude. However, there will always be those kids who do 

not follow the rules and think “if I throw my milk bottle away, it will not matter”. They think they are just 

one person who has no impact on the outcome of things. I feel that I have a responsibility to show these 

kids they can make a difference. By using the bins at lunch, and getting up to put my banana peel in the 

compost bin, I set an example for everyone to follow. When I see a middle school kid dumping their 

trash in the “plastic only” bin, I feel I need to say something. What these kids do not realize is if 

someone sees them doing the wrong thing, the other person will do the same thing.  

     Sustainability involves many sectors, including conserving, buying locally, reducing, recycling and 

reusing. I have been practicing sustainability for as long as I can remember and I do not think I will ever 

stop caring. I have been inspired by many things, but the biggest contributor has been my schooling. It 

has taught me that to make a difference I have to participate and care for what I’m doing. My activities 

with animals and summer experiences have made me think about my future and the future of my 

family. People take this world and the land they live on for granted and someday it may not be there. I 

believe that everyone should take a part in keeping our environment safe, even if it is a small role they 

play. Hearing about the living conditions of Haiti is another factor that keeps me motivated to conserve 

and help out my city. Knowing that millions of people in the world do not have access to fresh water 

breaks my heart, so that is why I try so hard to keep our waters clean and conserve. My hope is even a 

few people will notice my efforts and join this movement of creating healthier living for their community 

and the rest of the world. 


